WIFE’S LIVE IN MOTHER IN LAW HOME MARITAL HAPPINESS EVALUATED FROM SELF ADJUSMENT

ABSTRACT

This research aimed to know the relation among adjustment with the wife’s live in mother in law home marital happiness. Beside that the study also discrition about how far the relation among variables. This research raise hypothesis that is positive corelation of adjustment with the marital happiness wife live in mother in law home.

The Subject of this research were 40 wife in Klandungan village. Who live in mother in law’s home. This research employed the purposive sampling technique. The Marital happiness measured by marital happiness scale from Clayton, Landis dan Landis, Knox and Sudirman consisting martial harmony aspect, husband-wife interrelationship aspect, martial intimate aspect, and martial economical aspect. The Adjustment measured with the scale adjustment from Tallent, Schneiders, and Astuti consisting emotional control, learning ability, direct action, and interpersonal relation.

The data was analysed by using regression analysis. The results of research show that hipotentical research has accepted. There is relation among adjustment with the marital happiness wife, where obtained value F=156,591, p<0,00, and it’s correlation coefficient is R= 0.897 and also coefficient of determination R²=0.805. Contribution of predictor of adjustment and attitude to ideal woman concept of java to marital happiness of wife has equal to 80,5%.
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